Near Winchester Clark Co Ky Apr 24th

Dear Friends:

I wrote you yesterday about a picture. I send the one I had taken Monday. It is rather a poor picture, the clothes look better than in the last but there was such a crowd all in a hurry, fearing we might move before they could get a chance. I thought of not taking it but thinking the first might get lost concluded to send both.

My equipments did not take very well & I put my cap on in a hurry and it is a little unbalanced. To-day there has another firm come into bank, they promise to take better pictures at cheaper. I guess I will have one taken in standing possession with guns & equipments & send it to
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Dear Friends:

I wrote you yesterday & sent a picture. I send the one I had taken Monday it is rather a poor picture the clothes took better than in the last but there was such a crowd in all in a hurry fearing we might move before they would get a chance. I thought of not taking it but thinking the first might get lost concluded to send both. My equipments did not take very well & I put my cap on in a hurry got it a little one sided. To-day there has another firm came into Camp they promise to take better picture and cheeper. I guess I will have one taken in standing possession with gun & equipments & send it to
Mary this new comer will take
these any edge a possession. He takes
his whole companies a regiment together
I put a half dollar on this so if it
is lost it won't be much. Some of
the boys lose a good many letters.
Letters come through in about
four days. We get a mail every day
& the Cincinnati daily papers come
in about 6 o'clock every day Lornie
are reading the Daily Commercial
or Gazette about the same time you
are the Boston Journal. Last nights
paper had serious news from the
Chesapeake the tubs are getting the
worst of it in that section. It seems
the 16th Reg. has a fight in prospect
at Emory's Dike was closing in
upon a body of Rebels. I wish you
would write me if Blaup did vote
the Democrat Ticket. What does he say
James this new comer will take any size & possession. He takes whole companies and regiments together I put a half dollar in this so if it is lost it wont be much. Some of the boys loose a good many letters. Letters come through in about four days. We get a mail every day and the Cincinnati daily papers come in about 4 o clock evry day. So we are reading the Daily Commercial or Gazett about the same time you are the Boston Journal. Last night paper has gorious news from the Mississippi the Rebs are getting the worst of it in that section. It seems the 16th Reg. has a fight in prospect as Emory’s Div was closing in upon a body of Rebs. I wish you would write me if Clapp did vote the democrat ticket. What does he say
...off the very edge of my manuscript. If you can get a piece of paper from one of the men, I'll send the copy. I suppose he says we don't have anything to eat that is fit to eat. I suppose he says the army is all discouraged. I suppose America had a hard story to tell when he came from the army, but that was about the worst time during the whole time winter. He should visit the 11th now he would find a different opinion prevailing among the men. Then one would subject himself to ridicule to say there could be no peace until the rebels were whipped. Now the talk is speculating on how long it will take to whip the rebels. The opinion is almost universal that the rebellion must be put down. The only difference of opinion is in the term. If the Copperheads in the North try to resist the draft any one would not...
about the army? I suppose he says we don’t have anything to eat that is fit to eat. Doubtless he says the army is all discouraged I suppose Merit had a hard story to tell when he came from the army. but that was about the worst time during the whole winter If he should visit the 11th now he would find a different opinion prevailing among the men. Then one would subject himself to ridicule to say there could be no peace until the rebels were whipped. Now the talk is speculating on how long it will take to whip the Rebs. the opinion is almost universal that the rebellion must & will be put down & the only difference of opinion is in the time. If the Copperheads in the North try to resist the draft any reg would not
The last flog made me and a few of my regiments come back. I don't want any better for them to go home. Some of them would find too that they could not bully a soldier much. Within a week I have heard the same story. I looked at the war calling it a dead niggar war wishing the South would succeed. While I heard a niggar tell how he had been tied to a post and banny I would like to see the slave owner try to tie me to a tree and whip me. I notice the soldiers all express their sympathy for the blacks. I tell them slavery will be played out soon. And I write a batch of letters to you. We can you see when I should have got mine. It had been a few days later. Write just as soon as you get this. Please send me some a little string linen thread and a little piece of thread if you have any.
want any better fun than go home enforce it they would find too that they could not bully a soldier much Within a week I have heard the same soldier who last Winter was denouncing the war calling it a d_____d nigger war & wishing the south would succeed. – while hearing a nigger tell how he had been tied to a post & whipped say “I would like to see a slave owner try & tie me to tree & whip me. I notice the soldiers all express their sympathy for the blacks & tell them slavery will be “played out” soon. As I write a batch of Express boxes com you see when I should have mine if it had been a few days later. Write just as soon as you get this Please send me a little strong linen thread & a little piece of rubber if you have any

Please write me whatever news you get from the 11th boys please send me a few 1 ct 3 or 4 as I may want to send a paper home If you want to go to Boston start of & stop at Hooksetts & Lowell you can go alone just as well as with Harriet Is Charles Bobbins at Home now? Yours in Haste W.J.T.